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I. Introduction and Summary
These comments are submitted in response to the Commission’s Notice of Inquiry
regarding Section 706’s requirement that the Commission determine and report annually on
“whether advanced telecommunications capability is being deployed to all Americans in a
reasonable and timely fashion.” The actual facts regarding broadband deployment clearly support
an affirmative determination. And these facts point, unequivocally, to the further conclusion that
the repeated refusal of the Wheeler Commission to make an affirmative finding of reasonable
and timely deployment was a case of Alice-in-Wonderlandish “Sentence First – Verdict
Afterwards.” Well, it’s time to depart Wonderland and put the facts first, with the conclusion to
follow.
Data contained in the latest Internet Access Services Report (2017) indicates that speeds
continue to rise: “The percentage of fixed connections with a downstream speed of at least 25
Mbps has grown from 24% (or 23 million connections) in June 2013 to 57% (or 59 million
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connections) in June 2016.” Over 18% of fixed wireline broadband connections offered
download speeds of 100 Mbps or higher. Also, consumers have competitive choices among
broadband Internet access service providers (ISPs). As of mid-2016, 42% of census blocks with
housing units were served by two or more wireline broadband ISPs offering speeds of 25 Mbps
or higher while 79% of census blocks with housing units were served by three or more such ISPs
offering speeds of 10 Mbps or higher. Further, one industry assessment concludes that 57.5
million people – or 18% of the U.S. population – now have access to gigabit Internet capability.
Meanwhile, mobile connections constituted almost 72% of all broadband connections as
of mid-2016. Mobile broadband connections “increased 10% year-over-year to 265 million in
June 2016, while the number of fixed connections grew to 104 million – up 4% from June 2015.”
According to data collected by the Commission, approximately 92% of U.S. consumers had
access to four or more mobile ISPs offering 3G network technology or more advanced
technology. And as of December 2016, about 89% of American consumers had access to four or
more mobile ISPs offering 4G LTE. During the second half of 2017, mean 4G LTE download
speeds reached 23.5 Mbps, while media download speed increased to 15.5 Mbps. Also, satellite
broadband providers offered broadband services to 99.1% of developed census blocks at
download speeds of at least 10 Mbps, as of December 2015. HughesNet now offers ubiquitous
satellite broadband service with 25 Mbps download speeds.
The Commission’s prior Broadband Progress Reports made negative broadband
deployment findings with the apparent motive of bolstering agency claims for imposing
expansive new regulations. Such pre-determined outcomes were in large part rationalized using
ad hoc standards for determining whether broadband is “being deployed to all Americans in a
reasonable and timely fashion.” To reduce the inquiry’s susceptibility to future manipulation, the
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Commission should take action in its Restoring Internet Freedom proceeding to return to its
earlier understanding of Section 706 as a hortatory statement of policy regarding use of the
agency’s existing authority to reduce regulatory barriers to infrastructure investment rather than a
delegation of independent authority.
As far as practicable, the Commission’s Section 706 inquiries should be conducted with
standards that are clearly stated in advance. Those standards should be altered only with ample
advance notice and on an incremental basis. Any speed benchmarks adopted by the Commission
should be tied to technological capabilities necessary to enable services to which a “substantial
majority” of consumers actually subscribe. The Section 706 process was not intended to be a
process to engage the Commission’s imagination of what it might like to see in the future if it
were a monarch with absolute powers – and with an absolutely unlimited royal treasury.
The Commission should thus retain its existing fixed broadband benchmark speed of 25
Mbps download/3 Mbps upload, as proposed in the Notice. And the Commission should not set a
new benchmark for mobile broadband any higher than the 10 Mbps download/1 Mbps upload
standard that it considers in the Notice. Mobile broadband speeds far exceed that modest
threshold in numerous markets. But many popular mobile applications, including streaming
video services in HD such as Netflix, require download speeds of not more than 10 Mbps or 5
Mbps.
The Commission should incorporate both fixed and mobile advanced telecommunications
services into its Section 706 inquiry and thereby focus its inquiry on “whether some form of
advanced telecommunications capability, be it fixed or mobile, is being deployed to all
Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion.” Although fixed and mobile broadband are
distinct technologies, they are competing and potentially substitutable services. Many consumers
3

view the two as substitutes. A study by the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration found that consumers across income levels are substituting mobile broadband for
fixed broadband. For example, 29% of low-income consumers, 18% of middle-income
consumers, and 15% of high-income consumers are mobile-only broadband users. Consumer
adoption of mobile broadband services does not depend upon simultaneous adoption of fixed
broadband services. The large number of customers that choose one or the other indicates that
enough consumers consider fixed and mobile services to be substitutes and are willing to switch
in response to changes in prices or quality of services. This means that the two services are
providing a competitive constraint on each other and therefore should be considered to be in the
same market.
Going forward, the Commission should more proactively identify and remove regulatory
barriers to broadband deployment using the kinds of deregulatory mechanisms listed in Section
706. Identifying and removing rules for maintaining costly legacy services will allow broadband
ISPs to invest more resources in next-generation broadband facilities deployment. The
Commission should consider the concrete reform proposals we suggested in January 2017,
whereby the agency can use its authority under Sections 10 and 11 to eliminate regulations that
are no longer necessary due to technological advances, competitive market conditions, and
consumer choice. As we suggested, by adopting rebuttable presumptions as procedural rules for
implementing Sections 10 and 11, the Commission can invigorate the sensible deregulatory
orientation of those sections, consistent with the deregulatory thrust of Section 706.
Streamlining deployment of small cell infrastructure and removing local government
barriers to small cell deployment will also help facilitate a vibrant 5G mobile broadband future.
The Commission should act with dispatch in its proceedings involving small cell and other
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wireless infrastructure siting. Additionally, the supply of available commercial spectrum for
mobile broadband use should be an unceasing Commission priority.
The Commission must not risk creating additional cost barriers through unwarranted new
regulation of today’s dynamic broadband market. And it should always be a Commission goal to
remove burdensome old regulatory barriers in order to accelerate broadband investment. This
holds even if the Commission finds, as it should in this inquiry, that advanced
telecommunications capability is being reasonably and timely deployed to all Americans.
II. Market Data Supports the Conclusion That Broadband Is Being Reasonably and
Timely Deployed to All Americans
Publicly available data regarding wireline, mobile, and satellite broadband availability
strongly supports a positive conclusion that “advanced telecommunications capability is being
deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion.”
According to the Internet Access Services Report: Status as of June 30, 2016: “The
percentage of fixed connections with a downstream speed of at least 25 Mbps has grown from
24% (or 23 million connections) in June 2013 to 57% (or 59 million connections) in June
2016.”2 Over 18% of fixed wireline broadband connections offered download speeds of 100
Mbps or higher.3 In addition to this progress in broadband deployment and speed increases,
consumers also have competitive choice among broadband providers. As of mid-2016, 42% of
census blocks with housing units were served by two or more wireline broadband ISPs offering
speeds of 25 Mbps or higher while 79% of census blocks with housing units were served by
three or more such ISPs offering speeds of 10 Mbps or higher.4 Further, one industry assessment
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concludes that “the United States currently has Gigabit internet available to more people than
any other country – 57.5 million consumers, or 18% of the populace.”5
Moreover, mobile connections constituted almost 72% of all broadband connections as of
mid-2016. The Internet Access Services Report states: “Most of the growth in total Internet
connections is attributable to increased mobile Internet access subscribership.”6 Mobile
broadband connections “increased 10% year-over-year to 265 million in June 2016, while the
number of fixed connections grew to 104 million – up 4% from June 2015.”7 Consumer choice
among mobile broadband providers is reflected in recent data collected by the Commission. As
of January 2017, approximately 92% of American consumers had access to four or more mobile
service providers offering 3G network technology or more advanced technology.8 And as of
December 2016, about 89% of American consumers had access to four or more 4G LTE mobile
service providers.9 During the second half of 2017, mean 4G LTE download speeds reached 23.5
Mbps, while media download speed increased to 15.5 Mbps.10
Also, satellite broadband providers offered broadband services to 99.1% of developed
census blocks at download speeds of at least 10 Mbps, as of December 2015.11 HughesNet now
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offers ubiquitous satellite broadband service with 25 Mbps download speeds.12 Further increases
in overall fixed wireline connections and consumer choice for high-speed broadband services
have certainly occurred over the past year to bolster the conclusion that advanced
telecommunications capability is being reasonably and timely deployed to all Americans.
III. Restore the Integrity of the Broadband Deployment Inquiry by Returning to a Sound
Interpretation of Section 706 and by Applying Predictable Standards
Unfortunately, the Commission’s unpersuasive re-interpretation of Section 706 as a
standalone source of regulatory power that is triggered by negative deployment findings
compromises the impartiality of its inquiries.13 The Commission’s prior Broadband Progress
Reports made negative broadband deployment findings with the apparent motive to bolster
agency claims for imposing expansive new regulations, including through its Title II Order
(2015) and Municipal Broadband Preemption Order (2015).14
Further, those pre-determined outcomes were in large part rationalized using ad hoc
definitions or standards for determining whether broadband is “being deployed to all Americans
in a reasonable and timely fashion.” Resorting to analytical goalpost moving undermines the
credibility of the Commission’s inquiry.15 That is, adopting new definitions or other
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measurement standards and at the same time making deployment findings based on those new
standards is characteristically arbitrary.
To reduce the problem of partiality in preparing future Broadband Progress Reports, the
Commission should restore its earlier understanding of Section 706 as a statement of policy
regarding how it should use its existing authority to reduce regulatory barriers to infrastructure
investment. The Commission should return to its prior and sound understanding of Section 706
in its Restoring Internet Freedom proceeding.16 By doing so, the Commission will reduce the
inquiry’s susceptibility to being manipulated in order to rationalize new exercises of regulatory
power and thereby help ensure the inquiry’s analytical soundness.
Also, to reduce the problem of arbitrariness, as far as practicable, the Commission’s
Section 706 inquiries should be conducted with standards that are clearly stated in advance. The
Commission should change those standards only with ample advance notice and on an
incremental basis. It should not adopt dramatic upward changes to its benchmarks. Nor should
the Commission alter its benchmarks to suit data-intensive services or applications that are only
minimally available and minimally adopted, such as 4K ultra HD streaming video. The
Commission’s adoption of broadband speed benchmarks should be based on capabilities needed
to support online services and applications that enjoy relatively wide everyday use by consumers.
There should be a connection between the speed benchmarks adopted by the Commission and
those services that enable services to which a “substantial majority” of consumers actually
subscribe, as contemplated in the Notice.17
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With these considerations in mind, the Commission should retain its existing fixed
broadband benchmark speed of 25 Mbps download/3 Mbps upload, as proposed in the Notice.18
Moreover, since the Commission has not previously set a mobile speed benchmark, it should be
cautioned against establishing a benchmark any higher than the 10 Mbps download/1 Mbps
upload standard that it considers in the Notice.19
Undoubtedly, mobile broadband speeds far exceed that modest threshold in numerous
markets. As indicated in Section II, during the second half of 2017, mean 4G LTE download
speeds reached 23.5 Mbps, while media download speed increased to 15.5 Mbps.20 Many
popular mobile applications, including online video services and HD viewing capabilities, such
as Netflix, YouTube, HuluPlus, and HBO Go – require download speeds of not more than 10
Mbps or 5 Mbps.
Importantly, the Commission must not arbitrarily exclude from its definition of
“broadband” or other “advanced telecommunications services” those offerings that meet or
exceed its speed thresholds but that involve usage-based pricing, free data plans, paid
prioritization or other innovative service or pricing options that benefit consumers with cost
savings or guaranteed service quality levels. These types of innovative services can benefit
consumers.21 It makes no sense to treat consumers as unserved because they choose to adopt
such services and derive value from them.
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IV. The Commission Should Focus on Whether Some Form of Advanced
Telecommunications Capability Is Being Timely and Reasonably Deployed
Although fixed and mobile broadband are distinct technologies,22 they are competing and
potentially substitutable services. The Commission should therefore adopt its proposal to
incorporate both fixed and mobile advanced telecommunications services into its Section 706
inquiry and thereby focus its inquiry on “whether some form of advanced telecommunications
capability, be it fixed or mobile, is being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely
fashion.”23
As indicated in Section II, as of January 2017, 92% of American consumers had access to
four or more 3G mobile service providers, and as of December 2016, 89% had access to four or
more 4G LTE providers.24 Moreover, speeds will continue to increase, as mobile broadband
providers continue to leverage multiple spectrum bands for faster 4G speeds and as providers
begin rolling out 5G networks. Average speeds for 5G mobile networks will be up to 10 times
faster than 4G networks, with peak speeds that are up to 100 times faster.25 Moreover, mobile
connections represent nearly 72% of all broadband connections,26 double the amount of fixed
broadband connections. And mobile connections continue to grow at a faster rate than fixed
broadband connections.27
While some consumers may perceive fixed and mobile services as complements, the data
shows that many consumers view the two as substitutes. A study by the National
22
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Telecommunications and Information Administration found that consumers across income levels
are substituting mobile broadband for fixed broadband. For example, 29% of low-income
consumers, 18% of middle-income consumers, and 15% of high-income consumers are mobileonly broadband users.28
A common hallmark of complementary goods or services is that consumer use of one is
dependent upon consumer use of the other. But the data regarding mobile-only consumers
reflects the obvious fact that consumer adoption of mobile broadband services does not depend
upon simultaneous adoption of fixed broadband services. The large proportion of customers that
choose one or the other indicates that enough consumers consider fixed and mobile services to be
substitutes and are willing to switch in response to changes in prices or quality of services.29 This
means that the two services are providing a competitive constraint on each other and should be
considered to be in the same market.
In sum, evidence of the competitive effects of ongoing cross-platform competition and
mobile broadband substitutability for fixed broadband supports adoption of the Notice proposal
to focus the Commission’s Section 706 inquiry on whether some form of advanced
telecommunications capability is being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely
fashion.
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V. The Commission Must Remove Regulatory Barriers to Broadband Infrastructure
Investment, Not Impose New Barriers in Competitive Markets
The Notice rightly emphasizes the need to remove regulatory barriers to broadband
infrastructure investment so that these barriers do not unnecessarily impede the deployment of
broadband to Americans.30 Going forward, the Commission should more proactively identify and
remove such regulatory barriers using the kinds of deregulatory mechanisms listed in Section
706. Identifying and removing rules for maintaining costly legacy services will allow broadband
ISPs to direct more investment resources toward next-generation broadband facility upgrades
and deployments.
The Commission should consider reform proposals we suggested in January 2017,
whereby the agency can use its authority under Sections 10 and 11 to eliminate regulations that
are no longer necessary due to technological advances, competitive market conditions, and
consumer choice. By adopting rebuttable presumptions as procedural rules for implementing
Sections 10 and 11, the Commission can invigorate the sensible deregulatory orientation of those
sections, consistent with the deregulatory thrust of Section 706.
Under Section 10, the Commission “shall forbear” from applying any regulation or
provision of the Act to a telecommunications carrier or service “if the Commission determines”
enforcement is not necessary to ensure that charges or practices are just and reasonable or
necessary to protect consumers, and if it determines that forbearance is consistent with the public
interest. In a Perspectives from FSF Scholars titled “A Proposal for Improving the FCC’s
Forbearance Process,” we recommended that the Commission adopt a procedural rule to
implement Section 10’s forbearance requirement: “In making forbearance determinations, absent
clear and convincing evidence to the contrary, the Commission shall presume that enforcement
30
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of such regulation or provision is not necessary to ensure that a telecommunications carrier's
charges or practices are not unreasonable or unreasonably discriminatory or necessary for the
protection of consumers and is consistent with the public interest.”31
Section 11 requires the Commission periodically to review telecommunications
regulations and states that the agency “shall repeal or modify any regulation it determines to be
no longer necessary in the public interest.” In a Perspectives titled “A Proposal for Improving the
FCC’s Regulatory Reviews,” we recommended that the Commission adopt a similar procedural
rule for implementing Section 11’s retrospective review: “Absent clear and convincing evidence
to the contrary, the Commission shall presume that regulations under review are no longer
necessary in the public interest as a result of meaningful competition among providers of such
service.”32
Language for these proposed procedural rules track with the terms of Sections 10 and 11,
specifying the applicable criteria for deciding whether to grant regulatory relief. Adoption of
these procedural rules would not change the substantive criteria of Sections 10 and 11 and thus
not be outcome determinative in any specific situation. Rather, these rules would establish
rebuttable evidentiary presumptions that match today’s competitive market realities.
Importantly, the D.C. Circuit’s legal reasoning in NATOA v. NCTA (2017) bolsters the
Commission’s statutory authority to adopt rebuttable presumptions as procedural rules for
31
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implementing Sections 10 and 11.33 In NATOA v. FCC, the D.C. Circuit upheld the
Commission’s adoption of a rebuttable presumption of effective competition in local cable
markets in its Effective Competition Order (2015).34 The D.C. Circuit concluded that Congress
had not spoken directly to the question of whether the Commission may use rebuttable
presumption in lieu of case-by-case findings of fact in applying Section 543. It therefore applied
Chevron’s deferential standard of review in upholding the Commission’s construction of the
statute.
Similarly, Congress has not spoken directly to whether the Commission may use
rebuttable presumptions in conducting its analyses under Section 10 and 11. Consistent with
NATOA v. FCC, the Commission’s adoption of rebuttable presumptions as procedural rules for
implementing those sections most likely would be upheld as permissible statutory constructions.
This would also be consistent with other prior rulings, such as Ad Hoc Telecommunications
Users Committee v. FCC (2009) and Cellco Partnership v. FCC (2004), which applied Chevron
to the Commission’s decisions interpreting Sections 10 and 11 more generally.35
Additionally, providing a streamlined policy for deployment of small cell infrastructure
and removing local government barriers that unduly burden small cell deployment will also help
facilitate a vibrant 5G mobile broadband future, consistent with Section 706’s purposes. The
Commission should therefore act with dispatch in its current proceedings involving small cells
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and other wireless infrastructure siting.36 The supply of available commercial spectrum for
mobile broadband use should also be an unceasing Commission priority.
Further, the Notice requests comment on whether there any “market or regulatory
obstacles” that stand in the way of investment, innovation, and entrepreneurship.37 The
Commission should recognize market obstacles only in those instances where it has conducted
an economically informed analysis and concluded there is an existing or likely market power
problem that also results in actual or likely consumer harm. And even if those prerequisites are
satisfied, the Commission should consider new regulatory burdens on broadband ISPs or other
infrastructure providers as a means for eliminating such market obstacles only to the extent that
they are narrowly targeted to such harms and that the likely quantifiable benefits of such
regulation would exceed the likely costs.
Finally, it should always be a Commission goal to remove burdensome old regulatory
barriers in order to accelerate broadband investment. This holds even if the Commission
determines – as it should in this inquiry – that advanced telecommunications capability is being
reasonably and timely deployed to all Americans.
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VI. Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, the Commission should find that advanced
telecommunications capability is being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely
fashion and act in accordance with the views expressed herein.
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